Kindergarten with Ace and Christi (3−5 year olds)
Students who test “not ready to learn to read” will enjoy and benefit from this program as
they learn to identify letters of the alphabet and to recognize numbers. Animal pictures,
activities, and full-color pictures introduce social skills, the wonders of God’s world, and the
reality of God’s love. Visualized instructions allow students to take the initiative in the learning
process and to become independent learners. Since this program incorporates specific activities
to develop sequencing and phonetic skills, promotes auditory processing, and improves eyehand coordination and visual perception, many students are easily reading lower-level books.
While the program is specifically designed for 5-year-olds, it is easily adapted to 3- and 4-yearolds.

The Kindergarten with Ace and Christi program includes:
A teacher’s four-volume daily self-instructional manual, covering 36 weeks and utilizing
all developmental skills—total of 2,500 pages.
Coordination Development Tests and Activities to evaluate physical coordination skills.
Large Animal Sound Display Cards to correlate stories to letter sounds.
Letter songs (36) CD to reinforce phonetic sounds and encourage motor coordination.
Number Train Cards to emphasize number recognition.
Twelve PACEs in each of the five subjects (math, English, Word Building, science, and
social studies) to provide practice in all developmental skills necessary for learning to
read—total of 1,830 pages.
A Progress Report for objectively reporting your child’s progress.

ABCs with Ace and Christi (Learning to Read)
ABCs with Ace and Christi is an excellent thirteen-week, learning-to-read phonics program for
students who test “ready to learn to read.” It is a well-organized program that uses animal
stories to reinforce all the alphabet sounds. It also reviews alphabet sequencing and word
relationships. Scripture passages support the phonics lessons, and stories illustrate Christian
character traits. This program also utilizes various activities to help develop physical skills,
small motor skills, and visual discrimination. ABCs with Ace and Christi provides students with
all the tools needed to begin reading and to move into the individualized instruction of the first
level A.C.E. PACE curriculum. While completing the program, students are also introduced to
numbers and simple math skills.

The 12–15 week learning-to-read program includes:
A two-volume instructional manual with detailed easy-to-follow plans for each day—
total of 900 pages.
Large Alphabet Sound Cards for display and review.
Tactile-Kinetic Cards to impact the shapes of letters in your child’s mind.
An Audio Song CD for reinforcement of 36 sounds and songs.
Small Alphabet Sound Cards for individual review by students.
Twelve PACEs each of Bible Reading, Word Building, and Animal Science, and three
Math PACEs, all of which prepare the student for the self-instructional PACE program.
A Progress Report for objectively reporting your child’s progress.
A Reading Readiness Pre-Test and a Post Test to evaluate reading ability.
A special Diploma for the completion of the ABCs with Ace and Christi program.
After completing the Post Test with a perfect score, the student immediately begins English,
Social Studies, Science, and Math PACEs. Completing through PACE 1012 in each of these
subjects concludes the average student’s Grade Level 1 experience.

Speaking English with Ace and Christi
The Speaking English with Ace and Christi program provides the means for the young schoolaged child who does not speak English as his first language to become acquainted with spoken
English. It is a series of 60 lessons designed to teach young children conversational English
skills that will enable them to progress through the ABCs with Ace and Christi learning-to-read
program.

This program provides lessons for aural and oral language
development that include:
English language for everyday listening and speaking.
English vocabulary necessary for children to move through the ABCs with Ace and
Christi learning-to-read program in English and the Word Building PACEs 1001-1012.
English communication structures that allow children to express verbally their questions,
statements, needs, and ideas in English.
English language skills necessary for children to progress through PACEs 1001-1012 in
math, English, social studies, and science.

English As Your Second Language
This 10-DVD and study guide course is geared for adult thinking at an adult maturity level.
Lessons are short and fast-paced, designed so that the non-English-speaking student can
complete it in 6-12 months.
English As Your Second Language provides:
Intense reading and phonemic (sound system) mastery, including phonics and linguistictype activities.
Total Physical Response (TPR—concrete understandable English).
Math-oriented lessons with semi-translation of numerals to teach the names.
Powerful presentations integrating audio, visual, and kinesthetic ways to learn whereby
the student is more than a viewer, but an active participant through the variety of
approaches and activities in each lesson.
Recommended resource: My Own Dictionary

Videophonics®
Designed particularly for teenagers and adults, this phonics-based program includes letters and
letter sound exercises, blending exercises, repeat sound exercises, practice exercises, and
applications of reading and writing skills. It incorporates action videos and color art. The
complete Videophonics set includes 12 skill-pack workbooks and 12 DVDs.
The student:
Recognizes each letter sound and is able to blend letters and read words.
Practices letter formation in the upper and lower cases.
Learns high frequency words.
Distinguishes between vowels, consonants, diphthongs, and digraphs.
Chooses correct words to complete sentences.
Writes words, sentences, and paragraphs.
Reads a menu and answers questions.

